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Lesson 5: I count
AGE RANGE Primary
TIME 25 – 40 minutes
CURRICULUM LINKS
KS1 and KS2: English (particularly spoken language); PSHE; Spiritual, moral, social and 
cultural development

INTRODUCTION
The census is a survey that happens every 10 years and gives us a picture of all the 
people and households in England and Wales. By filling in the census questionnaire and 
sharing vital information about ourselves and those living in our household – from our 
ages to our professions to our ethnicity - everyone of us is helping to build a snapshot 
of life in England and Wales. This is vital to help central and local government, health 
authorities and many other organisations plan housing, education, health and 
transport services. That’s why it’s so important for everyone to fill it in!

Countries have used censuses to find out about 
their people for thousands of years. It is older 
than the Chinese, Egyptian, Greek and Roman 
civilisations! In 4000BC, Babylonians used a 
census to plan how much food they needed
to find for each member of the population. 
Evidence suggests that they noted census
records on clay tiles – an example is
held by the British Museum.

Census-taking in the ancient world (from the Office for National Statistics)
www.ons.gov.uk/census/2011census/howourcensusworks/aboutcensuses/census
history/censustakingintheancientworld

USEFUL LINKS

https://www.ons.gov.uk/census/2011census/howourcensusworks/aboutcensuses/censushistory/censustakingintheancientworld


I count

LESSON OVERVIEW
The purpose of this lesson is for children to understand the importance of being heard. 
Having your say is always better when your opinion is linked with some knowledge.
We will then consider the ways and means by which they can be heard, and have
their say.

As a class, the children will consider the ways in which they are able to make their voices 
count - in and outside school. If at home, the children can discuss their ideas with 
parents, carers or siblings. They could discuss ways to persuade the adults in their 
family to fill in the census questionnaire.

They may also consider the barriers to having their say and the barriers other children 
may face. You might explore the articles that relate to this in the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child. 

LEARNING INTENTIONS
To discuss the ways in which I can have my say.
To consider opinions and choices which may be different from mine. 
To know that my voice counts.

KEY VOCABULARY AND PHRASES
Have my say, democracy, opinion, voice

YOU WILL NEED
o  If you feel that this lesson would work best as circle time or in discussion groups,

 you may want to reorganise your classroom to make space.
o  You may want older children to make notes in their groups. If so, you will need
 large paper and coloured pens.

You can download this lesson plan, and the PowerPoint presentation slides from the 
Let’s Count! website, www.letscount.org.uk.
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I count
ACTIVITIES

PSHE
(KS1 and

KS2)

o  To listen and respond respectfully to a wide range of people.
o  To feel confident to raise their own concerns.
o  To recognise and care about other people's feelings and to try
 to see, respect and, if necessary, constructively challenge
 others’ points of view.

CURRICULUM LINKS AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

English: 
spoken

language
(KS1 and

KS2)

o  Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers.
o  Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions.
o  Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative
 conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding
 to comments.
o  Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and
 building on the contributions of others.

Spiritual, 
moral, social 
and cultural 

development

Use a range of social skills, appreciate diverse viewpoints; 
participate, volunteer and cooperate; resolve conflict; engage 
with the 'British values' of democracy, the rule of law, liberty, 
respect and tolerance.

1. Begin by introducing or revisiting the purpose of the census. (The census is a count
 of all people and households in England and Wales to help plan services that really
 matter to us, such as schools, hospitals, housing and transport.)

2. Ask the children what it means to have your say. You might explore how this links
 to democracy. With younger children in KS1, work as a class to come up with ideas
 together. Write these as a mindmap for the class to see.

3. Place the children into small groups, then set them the task of coming up with all the
 ways they can have their say and who they can talk to. Prompt children who are
 unsure by offering some ideas of your own about how and when they might have
 their say. Share ideas from across the classroom.

4. Consider whether children can think of times when they have
 had their say, at home or in school, and something has changed.
 This might link to your school council.

5. Ask the children what they would like to have their say about
 but have not yet been asked about. What matters to them?
 Why does it matter? Does asking the adults in their families
 to fill in the census matter?

Key 
Stage 1

Key 
Stage 2
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I count

ARTICLE 12 (respect for the views of the child): 

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
www.unicef.org.uk/what-we-do/un-convention-child-rights/

A Summary of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
(see Articles 12 and 13)
www.unicef.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/UNCRC_summary-1.pdf

USEFUL LINKS

You may decide to develop this learning further by looking at the articles in the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child that relate to children expressing their opinions 
and their right to be listened to.

1. Can children think of situations when children might not be listened to?
2. Why do you think the United Nations has listed these children’s rights?

“Every child has the right to express 
their views, feelings and wishes in
all matters affecting them, and to 
have their views considered and 

taken seriously. This right applies
at all times, for example during 

immigration proceedings,
housing decisions or the child’s

day-to-day home life.”
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Ask the children to write a persuasive letter to argue for a change they believe should 
happen in their local area or at school.

Remind the children to:
o  Think about which person has power or influence in the area that the issue relates to.
o  Identify who the letter should be addressed to.
o  Write a persuasive letter to explain why it’s so important to fill in the census.

I count
ACTIVITIES ADAPTED FOR YEAR 6

CURRICULUM LINKS AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

English:
Year 6

writing
objectives

o  Identifying the audience and the purpose of your writing, selecting
 the appropriate form and using other similar writing as models
 for their own.
o  Selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding
 how such choices can change and enhance meaning.
o  Using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and
 across paragraphs.

Year 6
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With the children, consider the meaning
of ‘opinion’ and what it means to have an 
opinion or a preference. 
o  You might discuss the children’s
 opinions about the playground or
 school lunches.
o  You could talk about how the children
 can have their say about things they
 do or don’t like.
o  Who can they talk to?
o  Who has the responsibility to listen
 to them?

You could have a circle time where each 
child has the opportunity to express an 
opinion about a proposal to change 
something in the classroom, encouraging 
the children to give reasons and consider 
alternative points of view.

I count
ACTIVITIES ADAPTED FOR EARLY YEARS

CURRICULUM LINKS:

Communication & language; personal, social & emotional development (both 
prime areas).

EYFS


